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Abstract: Today's Era is of technology and it's use in being used in the education field. An electronic media and a multimedia source has a great ability to progress and have lone the work that is the best way to reach out to the world as well as to have a successful understanding by the quality of education. Indeed Indian education has become a neassity but with the limited resources how successful we will be able to make it is a matter of consideration education can play an proactive role the changing format of education by the internet and the need to be trained in this context because the future crane is the teacher of education.
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1. Role

In the Era of information revolucion the internet has created a special stir in the modern Era. The internet is a technique. That is becoming very popular today. Describe the internet is exactly like describing a city the map of the city. It's buety market people and weather etc or the collection of them all lies on the description of the city. Internet is such a thing but it is not software it is neither a programe nor hardware nor any type of system. This is actually a place from where you get various information and you can also talk to various people and exchange message.

Internet was started in year 1969 and was called ARPNET and was for the use of army only. According to 1979 today a global business network of internet computer is interconnected by the internet working device in 1990 ARPANET was closed. On the 15th August 1995 the introduction of cross-roads. Communication service was started and since then internet has brought many revolution changes. Thus meaning and definition of internet is a modern communication technology through which core of computers are connected to network. The internet can be broadly be defined as the computer virtual network.

- Internet is a technique by which various types of information are received by the people.
- Internet is also helpful in quitting data in quantity.
- Many multimedia affiliated programs can also be offered by internet. Ex.- Video conferencing
- The latest news of world is also received by the internet.
- Information exchanged is shared with people with similar interests.
- All information is available for research and education.

2. Changing Nature of Education by the Internet at the Present Time

As well as the quality of education by the internet for the classes merchandise and sophisticated and the achievement of education material is also boooing appreciated. If a student wants to take the best advantage of education trenches can get a variety revolutionary changes are taking place in 21st century by information technology. The student can get information about the latest incident related to each subject front the internet. Through internet efforts to overcome the obstacles encountered during the learning process. The latest information on the desired subject can be obtained by the internet in any part of world.

IGNU the university and I.I.T (Indian Institute of technology) has started internet based program in India. The role in the education sector of the internet is visible from the benefits and use it receives.

2.1 Online-Service

Being connected to internet is called online. Online education is being expanded today. There is a website www.vu.org for university. Education which is currently educating 5 lac student virtual network universities is established in India including pune. In the beginning by 21st century which is working like an open university. presently students and various business people according to their education needs without ignoring their business can take admission in higher education in Britan, America and various European countries and even degree through studies through internet. ["Pal Yatendra Kumar. S. (2014) : Computer education, A.P.H. publication corporation, New Delhi"]

2.2 Anent-Service

This means education and resources governments electronic department has prepared it with the help of national development many education institutions are taking advantages of the service.

2.3 Increase-In-Knowledge

Through this internet there is a vast and fast development of human knowledge internet finds various answer when one searches for particular answer this is called search directory assumential advantage in the language of internet.

2.4 Experiment For Research

This material needed for research is easily available in large amount in internet which are appermotly apparent during
search for achieving goal search can be sorted from any where on the internet.

2.5 New Environment

The rapid development of information has created a new environment in the education sector many university and institutions have used and upgraded themselves according to their new environment and many are trying to do so.

2.6 From of Global-Village

The internet has played a special role in making the world the village head. Internet has closed the world in the board that is why it is called global village. Internet has also brought the world very close to each other in spite of long distance one can make and do video conferencing, get degree and go through various library and get knowledge of various institutions through internet sitting in house.

2.6.1 The largest library you Reference: Internet is world's largest library people connected to internet can get knowledge and details of university, books stocks and libraries online and get rewarded in their education. Now student have no work to go to library they can get all the required information from internet

2.6.2 File transfer protocol: Through this a person can transfer has to any network. Ex. A teacher can search nasa's files, photo, documents and raw materials and search matter regarding universes to use for educating students he can also use F.T.P (File transfer protocol) to get special feedback and search file and use it to each students.

2.7 E. Mail (Electronic-Post)

This information is a former of surveillance. This system is facilitated by communicating with the network to communicate the information immediately and through this any message, Video, Audio can be sent to any part of world and also be received it also bring students closer.

2.8 Search Engine

This is a special program which is used search various information and it is not less than revolutionary change for student because student has to face different problems in learning. Through internet students can search various problem through search engine and increase their standard of learning.

2.9 Websites

Through internet via yahoo messanger A.O.L, internet messanger, window live messanger and google talk, skype com and ventrilouist. com. we can communicate clearly. Website for Hindi literature to reach to the masses.

- www. kavitakosh. org
- www. bhoipatra . com
- www. hindi sahityasarita. org
- www. sahityakung. net

Children of pre-primary and primary level can find their material from following sites:

www. kids quintura. com
www. askyorkids. com
www. kids. yahoo. com

2.10 Road obstacles

Their should be availability of internet ever where and their should be awareness in people for internet.

3. Conclusion

On basis appropriate consideration it can be said that internet has given a new look to education, previously education was not attractive but today the new form of education generated by the uses of internet has brought out revolution in education world. So it is necessary to maintain the look of education and that every person is educated and get education and uses the internet and teaches the some technology to other people also because today era is an era of technology and education is back bone of human being life.

4. Suggestions

(i) Fostering the usefulness of internet in education.
(ii) Encouragement by governement for internet technology.
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